GRIMOLDI MILANO is pleased to present the special collection of ELIA watches designed by the
young Italian artist Elia: functional automatic watches as well as unique pieces of art.
For this collection Elia's imagination dances on the precious time of the watches signed by
GRIMOLDI MILANO: his desire to play with time and to amaze continues to please.
The common denominator of the "Elia artistico" collection is nature. A profusion of perfumes and
natural elements that spreads through the colored dials.
Each unique piece of the Elia collection is pure art, an expression of content, passion, soul and love
for life. A garden of dreams and meaning hidden behind the colors and abstract forms of animals
and natural elements dear, from which Elia takes his inspiration for his works of art and to live
every moment of his life.
Elia has designed each dial on the basis of the principle that every watch must be worn by a person
who immediately feels that the watch belongs to him. The philosophy that moves the artistic
instinct of the young artist is based on the desire to create enthusiasm and creativity.
Fantasy nuances or monochrome dials of a lively and lively magnetism to wear with imagination
and positivism: an indisputably attractive object, a more exclusive way to show time and one's
personality.
This series has the power to convey a concept of joy through aesthetic exploration between nature,
feelings and time.
From a dreamer to a dreamer
The seconds beat impertinent as if to say: GO, GO, GO ....
Life forces me to more and more involving rhythms, and I cannot help
but run in a perennial race with that imaginary hand.
But if I have to do it, I want at least
that the world on which I run is mine.
... and the idea of unique dials was born…

Elia is an artist who works with Grimoldi Company starting 15 years ago, offering watches collections with hand
painted dials. Always with different motifs and subjects.
His dials are presented every year at Basel Fair, the most important International Show of watches and jewellery.
Elia was formed also as a sculptor at the school for andcrafts of Ortisei in Tyrol, various master sculptors including
Gerhard Demez Walpoth Bruno, Peter Kostner.
Despite his classic training, Elia has begun to give life his sculptural artworks, giving to them his personal taste with a
visible remind to colours, methods and to the philosophy that lives in his watches dials
Technical details
Swiss made Watch, Automatic Swiss movement, Screw Down Crown, Stainless steel case back, 5 ATM water resistant,
Hand painted enamelled dial
Unique pieces, limited edition.

